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Most roleplaying games are focused, and personal. You play a character, or a group of 

them, and the narrative of the game itself is fit around the journey that character goes 

on. Most roleplaying games are fantastical, which is to say their stories diverge from 

reality in one or more ways. Most roleplaying games, when you get right down to it, 

describe themselves as roleplaying games. Crusader Kings II (and the broader spectrum 

of Paradox’s grand strategy game series) is really none of these things, but it’s a shining 

example of roleplaying at its best. 

 Crusader Kings II spans the history of the medieval world, from the end of the 

Age of Migration to the Early Renaissance. Confronted with a world map which reaches 

as far west as Iceland and Ghana and as far east as Russia and India, you’re faced with 

choosing which medieval personality you’d like to play as, from a minor Viking jarl to the 

Holy Roman Emperor. Depending on your chosen starting date, all the major players 

from that historical period are represented, with statistics and personality traits affecting 

their in-game actions. Paradox Interactive are famed for their attention to detail, and 

that detail’s here, right down to the Wikipedia links provided should you want to learn 

more about the dynasty whose name you’re busy running into the mud. 

 One of the key features of CKII is that you aren’t playing a single character. At 

any given moment you’ll control your ruler, but the game runs for centuries and 

characters die. If you don’t keep your spymaster happy, characters die frequently, which 

is where dynasties come into play. When your character dies, their heir inherits: as long 

as the heir is a member of your family, you’ll take over as them. If the heir is from 

another dynasty, it’s game over. All this makes CKII a truly grand game: your attentions 

aren’t focused only on military exploits, or personal improvement; but on building 

relationships, having children to safeguard your legacy, marrying daughters to 

inappropriately-aged noblemen to keep your council on side and so on. 

 The breadth of depth of mechanics used to bring this medieval sandbox to life is 

truly impressive: law-making, technology, economy, religion, intrigue, military, prisons 

and factions are all presented via their own interlocking mechanics, as are the careful 

management of relationships with your councillors and vassals. In CKII you play the role 

of a medieval ruler and you feel like it: dynastic succession is a concern, causing things 

to go a bit Henry VIII if you find yourself without an heir; family members are liberally 

married off in the interest of gold or alliances; assassinating and being assassinated are 

part and parcel of daily life. It’s not the most glamorous role to play and it doesn’t come 

with a great life expectancy, but CKII kits you out to play it to the hilt. 

 Even the best roleplaying mechanics can fall short if the world they inhabit feels 

stale and lifeless. The AI in CKII avoids this pitfall, equipping every other ruler in your 

world with their own ambitions, allies and rivals. As a result every play-through of CKII 

will feel different, even if you choose to begin from the same starting point, as the NPC 

rulers deal and scheme all around you (as well as with and against you). The 

consequences of NPC ambition are fascinating and sometimes amusing: it’s one thing 

making your own Scottish-Spanish empire, but quite another watching the AI do it for its 

own inscrutable reasons. 

 If done right, whether by you or by the computer, that Scottish-Spanish empire 

might last for centuries, changing the face of medieval Europe and setting up some truly 

bizarre alternate histories. What’s more likely is that, sooner or later, all your hard work 

will be undone: an overstretched treasury, an incompetent heir, or a disgruntled council 
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can all sound the death knell for even the grandest realm. And with CKII spanning from 

the 11th century through to the 15th, there’s plenty of time to see even your greatest 

achievements crumble. Sometimes, if you’ve reached too far and upset too many 

vassals, there’s an almost Dwarf Fortress-like quality to the inevitable decline that sets 

in around you; and much like Dwarf Fortress, as soon as it’s ended in tears you’re ready 

to go all over again. 

 The 11th century start is the default for the base game, as is the restriction of 

playing as a Christian ruler and dynasty. DLC moves the start date back as far as the 8th 

century – providing 300 years’ more gameplay – as well as introducing a host of 

additional mechanics and the option to play as rulers of other faiths, including the 

Muslim and pagan religions most relevant to a game about the politics of medieval 

Europe. CKII is also very mod-friendly, and there are some great choices for those who 

want to take their game further. CKII+ adds a huge amount of detail and balancing to 

what is already an impressively detailed game, while Game of Thrones is a near-total 

conversion which applies the CKII mechanics to George R. R. Martin’s fantasy setting – a 

delightfully suitable match, and one sufficiently popular to inspire its own dedicated 

modding scene. 

 CKII has no fixed narrative, beyond the historical context in which you start your 

game. From that start point you forge your own story, playing the role in which the 

game has placed you and pursuing your goals in a world full of other rulers (some of 

them much more powerful than you) pursuing their own. The ruler you play as will die, 

but with foresight their dynasty will not; and as you steward that dynasty through the 

centuries, playing the descendants and eventually the distant relatives of your starting 

character, you’ll tell your own stories and learn about those of others. True to history, 

not all of your stories will be epics: CKII gives you the space, and the mechanics, to play 

out everything from holy war and global conquest to dynastic squabbling and casual 

adultery. If you’re really getting into the swing of things, try to fit all four into a single 

character’s lifetime. 

Boiled down to their basics, roleplaying games are games which let you play a 

role in some meaningful way. It’s at this level that CKII proves itself a true roleplaying 

game, as well as one which is endlessly playable (if only for the medieval history nerds 

among us) – the potential to tell your own stories, from the comically small to the 

absurdly large, and to do so in a thoughtfully-rendered and profoundly believable world, 

makes CKII a pure roleplaying experience, whatever its roots in the grand strategy 

genre. CKII is a roleplaying game because it has stats, meaningful progression, NPCs 

and an open world that responds to your actions – for a good example of the latter, try 

upsetting the Pope as a Christian ruler. What makes CKII a true RPG, though (and an 

excellent example of the genre), is how thoroughly it equips and empowers you to play a 

role. 


